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Abstract

Computercodes havebeen developed to extract basic cloud statistics from whole sky imaging I
(WSI) cameras. This report documents, on an algofithrnic level, the steps and processes
underlying these codes. Appendices comment on code details and on how to adapt to future
changes in either the source camera or the host computer.
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1 Introduction

Computer codes have been developed to extract basic cloud statistics from whole sky imaging ,
(WSI) cameras. The intent of this report is to document the steps and processes underlying
these codes at an algorithmic level. (The source code and its comments is intended to serve as
documentation at the more detailed implementation level.)

This report begins, in the next section, with a summary of the entire processing chain. The two
subsequent sections treat, in more detail, the required pre-processmg and the extraction of statistics
proper. Two appendices comment on code details and on how to adapt to future changes in either
the source camera or the host computer.

2 Summary

A terse summary of the overall process follows, and is elaborated upon in the following sections:

Input Image Description. The input to the cloud statistics algorithm is expected to be a grey-scale
"cloud decision" image, as generated by the Scripps Marine Physical Laboratory from a WSI
model EO-5 camera [6] field image.

Points to note are that, as a WSI image it portrays a fish-eye projection of the sky, and as a
"cloud decision" image each of its pixels represents, not a radiance value, but some value
indicating the cloudiness of the sky at that point.

Pre-Processing. Accordingly, some pre-processing is required before cloud statistics can be ex-
tracted. The input image is processed by the Pseudo-Cartesian Transformation (PCT) [3]
to convert it to a standard orthographic projection. Then thresholds (from [4]) are applied
to the grey-scale cloud decision values to generate a processed image in which every pixel
has a label representing one of three values: BACKGROUND, CLEAR, or CLOUD. This
process can result in spurious single pixel regions near curved parts of the background; a
minimum/maximum size filter [5] is applied to fill these in without changing the contours of
any larger objects.

Finally (and only after the "global" statistics have been extracted; see the next paragraph
and section 4), any cloud touching the background region is erased. Such a cloud is only
partially visible due to being clipped by the edge of the field of view, and would thus generate
inaccurate statistics; it is therefore erased before per-cloud statistics are extracted.

Statistics: Two types of statistics are gathered, "global" and "per-cloud". The global statistics are
computed over the entire original image, and the "per-cloud" statistics are computed only
over clouds that are entirely visible (and so survive the "discard-partial-clouds" step).

Global:

• Fractional cloud cover; the percentage of visible sky pixels that are cloud pixels.
• Mean and standard deviation of cloud path run lengths (defined below), averaged

over the total number of such runs.

• Mean andstandard deviation of clear sky path runlengths (defined below), averaged
over the total number of such runs.



Per Cloud:

• The number of fully visible clouds.
. • Mean and standard deviation of cloud area, averaged over the number of clouds.

• Mean and standard deviation of cloud perimeter, averaged over the number of
clouds.

• • Mean and standard deviation of a shape measure that expresses the "circularity"
(or lack thereof) of a cloud, averaged over the number of clouds.

All statistics with dimensions are measured in image pixels. If the input image had a cloud
field of relatively uniform height, and that height is known and provided to the algorithm,
then the size of a pixel can be computed. In this case the dimensioned statistics will be
reported in the same units as the provided height.

3 Pre-Processing

3.1 Pseudo-Cartesian Transformation

The WSI camera provides a fish-eye view of the sky. This is useful in that it allows the imaging
of the entire sky dome, but it also has the effect of altering cloud shapes. In the WSI view, radial
distance from the center of the image is proportional to zenith angle. Accordingly, pixels near the
edge of an image subtend a smaller absolute distance than those directly overhead, with the result

. that a particular cloud will appear expanded or compressed according to whether or not the WSI is
directly beneath it or off to one side. An example WSI cloud decision image is in Figure 1.

For the shape of a cloud to be independent of zenith angle, the WSI image must be "flattened"
by applying the pseudo-cartesian transformation (PCT), [3]. The technical details of our implemen-
tation are discussed at length in [1, Chapter 4]; the basic idea is that the PCT rescales distance from
the center of the image to a dependence that varies linearly with the tangent of the zenith angle.
The main practical point to be aware of is that the PCT must choose some subarea of the original
field of view to process. Given the increasing distortion of the WSI camera with increasing zenith,
we here apply the PCT to only the field of view down to 65* off zenith. Thus in the output, only
the sky dome and clouds present in the first 65* are visible and available for subsequent statistics
extraction.

An example of the PCT, as applied to the original image in Figure 1, is in Figure 2.

3.2 Cloud Decision Thresholding

As discussed in detail in [4], the cloud decision images as generated by MPL from the raw WSI
images have pixel values which encode the nature of the sky at that point, generally according to

- its "cloudiness". The mapping is as follows:

0: Background; the pixels outside of the camera's field of view, or hidden by the sun
• occluder arm.

1-99: Clear sky pixels.
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Figure 1: An Input WSI Cloud Decision Image.

100-139: Thin cloud.

140-200: Opaque cloud.

201-255: Off scale, artifacts of the cloud decision process which cannot be classified. This is
primarily the "halo" around the occluder, which cannot be classified as sky or cloud.

For the purposes of gathering statistics, we need to know, for each pixel, only whether it is non-sky
background (the parts of the square image outside of the round field of view of the WSI), clear
sky, or cloud. Therefore we apply a series of thresholds so that the resulting image has only three
values (given symbolic names here, but they arc integer values in the image):

BACKGROUND: All pixels with value 0 or 201 and higher in the PCT'cd image.

CLEAR: All pixels with values in [1,99], inclusive, in the PCT'cd image.

CLOUD: All pixels with values in [100,200], inclusive, in the PCT'ed image.

The thresholding process can reveal the existence of a handful of spurious single pixel regions
near highly curved parts of the background and the occluder. These artifacts are not due to
meteorological phenomena; they occur because of the digital nature of the image, and the fact
that it is difficult to render a smooth curved edge in blocky pixcls. To eliminate these single pixcl
regions without changing the shape or contours of any larger cloud region, a morphological size
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Figure 2: The Resultof Pseudo-CartesianTransformation.

filter is applied, [5]. Basically,every pixel is replaced by the minimum of its 3 by 3 neighbors in the
firstpassof the filter,andthen by the maximumof its 3 by3 neighborsin the second. This operation
leaves the interior of regions andthe contours of regions larger than a single pixel unaffected, but
merges single pixel regions into the dominant surrounding region.

An example of the three-valued cloud decision image that would be extract_ from Figure 2 is
in Figure 3.

3.3 Removal of Partial Clouds

The global statistics (see Section 4) are extractedon the PCT'ed and decision thresholdedimage
without any furtherprocessing. However,all of the other statistics to be extracteddepend on cloud
size or shape, and, as can be seen from any of the figuresso far, there are clouds that exist at the
edge of the field of view or at the edge of the occluder arm, and so which are not entirely visible
to the camera. Thus their entire size and shape cannot be accurately accessed, and so statistics
extracted from such partial clouds would be suspect.

. Accordingly, these partial clouds are detected and erased (that is, given the value BACK-
GROUND) before the per-cloud statistics are computed. Figure 4 demonstrates the effects of
removing partial clouds from Figure3.



Figure 3: A ThresholdedCloud Decision Image. .

4 Statistics Computation

Two sorts of statistics arc extracted. The "global" statistics are computed from the PCT'ed
thresholdedclouddecision imagebeforeremoval of the partialclouds,andthe "per-cloud"statistics
are computedaftertheremoval. Notes on definitionand implementationof each statisticfollow.

4.1 Global Statistics

Cloud Cover Fraction: This is computedas the numberof pixels of type CLOUD over the total
of the numberof pixels of type CLOUDor CLEAR.

Cloud Path Length, Mean and Standard Deviation: The image is scanned both horizontally
and vertically.In each rowor column,each "run" of contiguousCLOUD pixels is notedand
its length recordedForexample, if Ois clear sky and X is cloud, thenthe following row of
sky pixels

OO000XXXXXXXXOOOOOOXXXXO OOOOOOO00

would be considered to contain two CLOUD runs, one of length eight and one of length 4.
Once all horizontal and vertical CLOUD run lengths are recorded, their mean and standard
deviation are computed.
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. Figure 4: A Thresholded Cloud Decision Image with Partial Clouds Removed.

Clear Path Length, Mean and Standard Deviation: Clear path length is computed similarly,
, except that runs of CLEAR pixels are noted. The example above contains three such runs,

of lengths five, six and ten.

4.2 Per-Cloud Statistics

Number of clouds: Any contiguous region of four-connected (that is, connected vertically or
horizontally) CLOUD pixels is considered to be a separate cloud. The number of such
clouds is recorded.

Cloud Area, Mean and Standard Deviation: The area of each cloud is defined as the number of
CLOUD pixels it contains. The mean and standard deviation of the areas is computed over
the number of clouds.

Cloud Perimeter, Mean and Standard Deviation: The perimeter of each cloud is defined as the
number of CLOUD pixels it contains which have a horizontal or vertical neighbor which is a
SKY pixel. The mean and standard deviation of the perimeters is computed over the number

- of clouds.

Cloud Circularity, Mean and Standard Deviation: The "circularity" of each cloud is defined
here as

P_/(4_rA), where P is perimeter and A is area. This value is known as the isoparametric ratio
(derived from the isoparametric inequality, [2]), and has the property that it is provably always
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greater than or equal to 1, with equality only if the object is a perfect circle. Accordingly, it is
commonly used as a rough indication of an object's shape. The mean and standard deviation
of the isoparametric ratio is computed over the number of clouds.

4.3 Units of Measurement

All statistics with dimensions are originally measured in image pixels. If the input image contains
a cloud field of relatively uniform height, and that height is known and provided to the algorithm,
then the size of a pixel in absolute units, in the PCT'ed image, can be computed relatively easily.
The resultant formula is

(tan(650)_
width of pixel = \ _-_ ] x height of cloud field, (1)

given the PCT parameters used here.

Thus if the height is known and provided to the algorithm, the dimensioned statistics are
multipled by the above factor when they are recorded, so that they will be reported in the same
units as the provided height.
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A Comments on the Source Code

. Thecode files of primaryinterestare cloudstats.h (whichcontains thedefinition of thecloud
statistics structureand some defined constants)and cloudstats, c, which contains the main
functionalinterface,c 1oud_char act e r i s t i c s () andallof the statisticsrelatedsupportcode.
Thecode is thoroughlyinternallycommented,andshouldbe consideredthe firstresourceforfurther
detailson any implementationor definitionissue.

The files defs .h, main. c and wsi. c supportthe computationof the PCT,and thus may
be of some interest as well. Thefile dummy_main. c is simplyan interfaceto c 1oud_cha r ac t-
eristics (), and lvxveorip, c containsa function to supportconversion between RIPPLE
and Khorosimage formats;neitherfile is likely to havemuchintrinsicinterest.

B Comments on Computer or Camera Changes

B.1 Operating System Dependencies

The currentrelease of thecloudstatisticssoftwarehasthreecomponents;C source code fromSandia,
adependence on some of the Khorosinclude files andobject libraries(not included but separately
availablewithout fee; sende-mail to kho re s @chama, eece. unto. edu for furtherinformation),
and a dependence on the RIPPLEinclude files and object libraries(included). The code has been
developedunderthe SunOS4.1.3 operatingsystem, and will port withoutmodificationto any other

" recent,butpre-Solaris,Sun operatingsystem.
If the code is to be ported to a non-SunOS, or upgradedto Solaris,thenthe appropriateKhoros

. release will be needed. Further,the RIPPLEobject librarieswill have to be ported to the new
system by Sandia Laboratories. This could be trivial or difficult,depending on whether Sandia
alreadysupportsthe architectureandOS inquestioninternally.Inquiriestothe authorof thisreport
arewelcome.

B.2 Camera Dependencies

The algorithms describedin this report were developed forimages from theMPL model EO-5WSI
using the cloud decision algorithm described in [4]. If the camera model or the cloud decision
algorithmchanges, then changes in the code will be requiredas well. In the formercase, consult
[1, Appendix B.4] for more direction; the basic idea is that some defined constants will have to
be changed in de f s. h to permit the PCT to be properlycomputed, and it may be necessary to
change the functionsin ws i. c whichimplement the cameracalibrationequation.

In the latter case (changes in the cloud decision algorithm),the changes to the code will have
to depend on how the new algorithmbehaves. Keep in mind that the goal is a ternaryimage with

" every pixel labeled CLOUD, SKY, or BACKGROUND. This might be achievable by changing
the threshold constants in cloudsgags, h, or it might require some new code. Once that ternary

. image is created,however, the rest of the cloud statistics software should proceed as before.
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B.3 Thin vs. Thick Clouds

The current algorithm groups thin and thick clouds into one class and measures statistics on
them all at once. If statistics on just thick clouds or just thin clouds were desired, this could
be accomplished with the current cloud decision images, again by simply changing the threshold
constants in cloudstats, h under the direction of [4], and _compiling.

Note, though, that since this method essentially just erases the type of cloud not of interest,
some of the thin clouds processed might be just the perimeter of a normal cloud, and so will look
like a "halo". If it is undesirable to extract statistics on such halos, then extra code will have to be
written to detect such artifacts and either erase them or fill them in.
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